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Exam Topics

• Pre and post-conditions

• ArrayLists

• Java Graphics

• Analysis of Algorithms:  
Big-O

• Induction/Sorting

• Iterators

• Linked Lists

• Stacks

• Queues

• Parallelism

• Concurrency.

Exam Monday in Class

• 50 minutes, closed book, in class.
• No extensions if come in late.

• Will need to work quickly.

• See sample exams available on web page
• 2nd covers trees, which we haven’t covered yet.

• If have special conditions for taking exam, let 
us know by today.

Handling Resource 
Contention

• Thread should wait until has needed resources 
• Release lock and wait to be notified

• Use “Condition variable” that informs waiters 
when conditions have changed.

• See BoundedBuffer.java 
• uses “this” as condition variable

Once Again:  Use Existing 
Classes!

• Java libraries contain thread-safe data 
structures.
• See java.util.concurrent.BlockingQueue<E> interface

• ArrayBlockingQueue

• LinkedBlockingQueue

• StringBuffer (vs. StringBuilder)

• ConcurrentHashMap

• Vector (vs ArrayList)

Concurrency Summary
• Access to shared resources introduces new 

kinds of bugs
• Data races

• Deadlocks

• Requires synchronization
• Locks for mutual exclusion

• Condition variables for signaling others

• Guidelines for use help avoid common pitfalls

• Working with shared-memory is hard
• But other models (e.g., message passing) not a panacea



Ordered Structures

Sorting

• Examples used doubles or Strings

• Work with any class with ordering operatior
interface Comparable[T]
   int compareTo(T other)

• returns negative if self < T, 0 if equal, positive if >

Classes with ordering

• Classes with ordering written as:
• class C implements Comparable<C>

• Means must have method
• public int compareTo(C other) {...}

Ordered Association

• Earlier talked about:
• public class Association<K,V> {

•     protected K theKey;   // key of the key-value pair

•     protected V theValue; // value of key-value pair

• Now want associations where can order by key

ComparableAssociation
public class ComparableAssociation<K extends Comparable<K>,V>
    extends Association<K,V>
    implements Comparable<ComparableAssociation<K,V>>{

   public ComparableAssociation(K key, V value) {
        super(key,value);
   }

   public int compareTo(ComparableAssociation<K,V> that) {
        return this.getKey().compareTo(that.getKey());
   }
...
}

Example

class EmployeeEntry extends 
           ComparableAssociation<String,String> {
   public Directory(name:String, address:String) {
         super(name,address);
   }
...
}

• Now can use in sort, as has compareTo



Comparators

• java.util.Comparator interface in Java:

public interface Comparator<T> {
     // returns negative if o1 < 02, 
     // 0 if 01 ==02, 
     //  positive if 01 > o2
     // in whatever ordering is being supported by object.
     int compare(T o1, T 02);
}

Way of Comparing Strings

public class TrimComparator implements Comparator<String> {
   // pre: o1 and o2 are strings
   // post: returns negative, zero, or positive depending on relation 
   //       between trimmed parameters.
   public int compare(Object o1, Object o2) {
       return compare ((String)o1, (String)o2);
   }

   public int compare(String s1, String s2) {
       String s1trim = s1.trim();
       String s2trim = s2.trim();
       return s1trim.compareTo(s2Trim);
   }
}

Using Comparators

• Classes supporting sort or other operations using 
comparisons generally have two versions:

• From Collections class:
• static <T extends Comparable<T>> void sort(List<T> list) 

• static <T> void sort(List<T> list, Comparator<T> c)

• Actual types a bit more general (and complex).

Ordered Structures

• See text for discussion of operations on 
ordered structures
• E.g., find, add, etc.

Questions on Exam?? Binary Trees



Definition

• Def: A tree is either 
• empty or 

• consists of a node, called the root node, together with a 
collection of trees, called its subtrees. These trees are 
disjoint from each other and the root.

More Defs

• An edge connects a node to its subtrees.

• The roots of the subtrees of a node are said to 
be the successors or descendants of the node.

• Nodes without successors are called leaves. 
The others are called interior nodes.

• All nodes except root have unique predecessor.

• A collection of trees is called a forest.


